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Dear Delegates

Welcome to the 7th NASF Forum dedicated to the global seafood industry

The global fisheries and seafood industry is a big business. FAO estimates that this industry alone creates work for 
180 million people in a value chain which generates more than USD 500 billion per year. Of this, an estimated USD 
110 billion per year are exports, making seafood products one of the most widely traded commodities in the world. 
Fish and fisheries products account for a significant part of the animal protein consumed globally. Studies have shown 
that fisheries and aquaculture could make a much higher economic contribution if they are managed to their maximum 
sustainable capacity. Sustainability is also a main theme on NASF 2012.

For a large part of the developing world, such undertakings will require much competence and know how. In 2012; FAO 
plans to invite a number of African nations to NASF. FAO`s participation in NASF means that there will be a sharper focus 
on the marine sector’s contribution to supplying food for a growing world population, but also on the growing role of 
aquaculture. FAO will bring African countries who wish a better utilization of their marine resources both in the fishing 
and fish farming sectors. Here we in the developed world should be able to offer support by delivering know-how, and 
competence from our seafood and fisheries sector knowledge and research clusters, as well as investment capital. One 
excellent example is Norway’s Institute of Marine Research ongoing 35-year engagement in Africa. A number of our 
seminars will address these themes in 2012.

After the first six successful events, with FAO as a new partner; NASF Forum has become a global seafood arena. Many 
new stakeholders will be attending from Europe, Americas, Africa and the Far East. In cooperation with our partners, we 
offer new seminars creating an expanded conference platform. This will give insights into vital developments forming 
the future of the industry.

In 2012, we continue our conference with an outstanding and enlarged program. Some 100 speakers from 18 countries 
will present relevant information and market outlook which will deliver real value to the delegates. A wind of change 
is blowing through the fisheries and seafood industry. At NASF 2012 you will hear the international experts give their 
own forecasts – key information to help you stay ahead.

NASF is also a premium meeting place and business arena for seafood top executives. This year 30 countries were 
represented and we expect more next year. NASF has become a leading seafood meeting place due to strong industry 
backing. We wish to send our warmest thanks to our many seafood business partners and to our sponsors; who have 
given us strategic guidance and assistance to set the right issues on the agenda.

Once again, the European Processors Association (AIPCE) and its President, Guus Pastor, is chairing NASF. AIPCE repre-
sents more than 4.000 companies, 130.000 employees and an annual seafood value creation of € 20 billion. We thank 
Mr. Pastoor for his continuous support and contribution.

We trust your visit to NASF in March will be interesting, useful and profitable. We welcome you to the 7th 
NASF in Oslo March 6-8.

Yours very truly

Jørgen J Lund, 
Managing Director,
North Atlantic Seafood Forum AS
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THIS IS NORTH ATLANTIC SEAFOOD FORUM (NASF)

NASF provides everybody connected to the seafood  
industry with a unique meeting place to:
•  Get insights into vital developments forming the future of the 

Industry
•  Hear the latest in innovative and commercial developments
•  Learn about the industry’s political and legislative direction
•  Understand the financial and economic issues affecting the market
• Connect with leading seafood companies in the world

The NASF conference will provide new and invaluable insights and 
give you the fast-track to the global seafood markets.

•  A pre-conference - sets focus on BioMarine Innovation and 
business development in Bio marine value chain

•  Opening session - “the view from the bridge”; learn from  
politicians,  industry captains and leading seafood companies

•  Parallel sessions - for the latest update on industry  
challenges,  supply and market outlook, prices, innovation and 
business, and sustainability issues

•  Corporate Finance Seminar - meet 20 of the world’s leading 
stocklisted seafood firms, investors and financiers

•  Major industry arena - for developing business and commer-
cial  opportunities

WELCOME TO  
NORTH ATLANTIC  
SEAFOOD FORUM 

THE WORLD’S LARGEST SEAFOOD  
BUSINESS CONFERENCE

The North Atlantic Seafood Forum is the world’s largest seafood  business  conference, and a leading  executive 
meeting place for the seafood industry. In March 2012, more than 500 top-level delegates from 30 countries 
and 300-350  companies are expected to attend NASF.

NASF is a broad annual industry event covering all major facets of the seafood sectors. NASF focuses on the 
key network between cutting edge innovation, technology, research, policy, finance, trade and commercialisa-
tion. The 7th conference in 2012 is an exellent opportunity to meet and interact with the leading world seafood 
operators, and other key players, along with financial institutions from the world’s largest seafood capital 
market, all in the same venue. Around 100 speakers will present papers in 10 seminars over 3 days.

Innovation

financepolicy

                 supply
markets &

pricing

sustain-
ability

NASF

NASF Business Platform

TUESDAY
6 March

WEDNESDAY
7 March

PRE-CONFERENCE
BIO-MARINE SEMINAR

Conference Speakers
VIP Dinner

Conference Dinner
Scandinavia Hotel

SOCIAL EVENTS

THURSDAY
8 March

THE CONFERENCE

FAO Delegate 
reception

3 DAYS FULL OF EVENTS
THE CONFERENCE will provide you with new 

and invaluable insights into world

seafood markets and premium seafood 

companies together with innovative solutions.

SOCIAL EVENTS The NASF meeting place 

consists of many different arenas for

meeting the delegates in an unstressed 

atmosphere.

Take part in the NASF social programme and 

use these networking opportunities.



NORTH ATLANTIC SEAFOOD FORUM
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 6-8 MARCH 2012

DAY ZERO – 6 MARCH 2012 DAY ONE – 7 MARCH 2012

1    
OPENING 

• AIPCE   • Minister of Fisheries, Norway   • FAO Fisheries & Aquaculture Dept

0900

2   
POLICY SESSION: EU COMMON FISHERIES POLICY 
CFP REFORM 2012  

• European Union Fisheries Commission, (DG Mare), Brussels
• Ministry of Fisheries Denmark

0945

4   
SALMON SUPPLY, MARKETS 
PRICE OUTLOOK 

Major Salmon Operators and Insiders 
• Lerøy Seafood 
• Kontali Analyse
• Chilean Salmon Company 
• Norway Seafood Council 
• BIM Ireland 
• FAO
• Pareto Securities

1300–1630

5   
INDUSTRY WORKSHOP 
“INSIGHTS INTO EU  COMMON 
FISHERIES POLICY REFORM” 

Industry experts and stakeholders 
• Ministry of Fisheries Denmark 
• PwC and AIPCE 
• Danish Fishermen’s Association
• EU Commission DG Mare
• Pesquera Ancora
• Dutch Trawler Association

1300–1630

3   
WORLD SEAFOOD INDUSTRY CAPTAINS 

• Austevoll Seafood   • High Liner Foods   • Paine & Partners

1100–1200

NASF
PRE-CONFERENCE BIOMARINE 
SEMINAR 

Marelife in cooperation with: 
Norway Seafood Federation and SINTEF.

Venue: 
Radisson Scandinavia Hotel, Oslo

1st NASF Biomarine Innovation  
Seminar
•  Norway Ministry of Fisheries
•  SINTEF
•  Aquagen
•  Lie Fishing Group
•  Rolls Royce
•  Pharmaq
•  Aker Biomarine
•  Akva Group
•  Element Cleantech
•  EWOS Group
•  Dutch Fish Product Board
•  Other International Speakers

0900-1600

Separate registration on www.nor-seafood.com

BE INSPIRED BY THE BEST
Get insights into key strategic issues, policy and business development as well 
as a fresh market outlook for the global fisheries and Aquaculture sectors. 
More than 100 prominent speakers in 10 seminars will give you the latest updates.

0

4



NORTH ATLANTIC SEAFOOD FORUM
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 6-8 MARCH 2012

DAY TWO – 8 MARCH 2012

6   
FAO NASF FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE SEMINAR 
OPENING AND AFRICAN SESSION

• Opening & FAO Policies and global activity
• African fisheries and aquaculture outlook
• African investment climate and business opportunity
• African Development Bank
• Institute of Marine Research

0900-1200

10   
 
PARETO SEAFOOD FINANCE AND  INVESTOR SEMINAR 

CEOs and CFOs from 
leading seafood firms. 
(Invited companies):

• Marine Harvest
• Lerøy Seafood
• Cermaq

• Aker Seafoods
• Bakkafrost
• Sølvtrans 
• Salmar
• Austevoll Seafood
• Norway Pelagic
• Morpol

• Norway Royal Salmon
• FishPool
• Copeinca
• Akva Group
• Haikui
• Multi-Exportfood
• Grieg

• Clearwater
• High Liner Foods
• Aker Biomarine
• Cultivos marinos

• Pharmaq
• Cooke Aquaculture
• Scottish Salmon

0900–1630

7   
FAO NASF 
GLOBAL WHITEFISH SUMMIT

Outlook for whitefish supply, markets and prices

1300–1630

• Domstein
• FAO
• Kontali Analyse
• Aker Seafoods 
•  Norway Seafood 

Council

•  European 
Importers

• Cité Marine
• Haikui
• and others

8   
FAO NASF 
PELAGIC INDUSTRY SUMMIT

Outlook for pelagic supply, markets and prices

• Norway Pelagic Sales Organisation
• FAO
• Kontali Analyse
• Scottish Fishermens Organisation
• IFFO
• Norway Pelagic
• African Exporters
• Christian Mordal
• and others

1300–1630

9   
1ST MSC NASF SUSTAINABILITY 
& COMMUNICATIONS SEMINAR

• Birds’s Eye
• ICES
• Canada Ministry of Fisheries
• Saemark & Partners
• Royal Ahold
• Norway Fishing Boat Association
• WWF
• Edeka 
• Norway Seafood Council
• Findus Group
• Marine Harvest
• Det norske Veritas
• RaboBank
• ASC
• MSC
• SINTEF
• Geelmuyden & Kiese
• Intrafish
• and others

0900-1630

5

Organized by:

Organized by:

Organized by:
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Welcome – NASF Chair Guus Pastoor President, AIPCE; Belgium 

(1) Opening – 7th NASF Conference Address:
• H.E. Minister Lisbeth Berg-Hansen, Ministry of Fisheries, Norway  
• Arni M. Mathiesen, Assistant Director General, FAO Fisheries and Aquaculture 

Department, Rome

(2) Policy Session: EU Common Fisheries Policies Reform 2012 
• “EU Common Fisheries Policy Reform 2012 - status and perspectives”:  

Senior Official EU Fisheries Commission DG Mare, Brussels (invited) 
• “EU Fisheries policy 2012 - a new basis for sustainably caught fish for food”:  

Mogens Schou, Minister’s advisor on fisheries and aquaculture, Ministry of 
Fisheries, Denmark

 

0900

Coffee break – networking at NASF “Conference Village”1030

• Austevoll Seafood, Norway - Helge Møgster, Principal
• High Liners Food, Canada – Henry Demone, CEO
• Paine and Partners, USA – Dexter Paine, CEO

1100

PROGRAMME  
7 MARCH 
2012

Theme:  
The outlook for sustainable 
Business Development and 

Innovation within the North 
Atlantic Fisheries, Fish  

Farming and Seafood Markets

Conference Chair; 
• Guus Pastoor President,  

AIPCE, Belgium

Theme Industry Captains: 
The Big Picture –  

3 leading front line players 
share their visions and 

assessments of the industry 
– seen from their own 

perspectives

Theme: 
Global Salmon Markets and 

price outlook

Moderator: 
Jan Trollvik, Director 

Norway Seafood Council

BE 
INSPIRED 

BY 
THE 

BEST!

1/2 OPENING AND POLICY SESSION

3 SEAFOOD INDUSTRY CAPTAINS – “THE VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE”

Lunch and NASF networking at Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel, Oslo1200

NASF Conference Delegate Dinner Reception - Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel1930

• Opening remarks by the Moderator Jan Trollvik
• Outlook for Supply, Market and Prices - Lars Liabø, Chairman Kontali Analyse, Norway
• Outlook for Chile’s recovery – Major Chilean Salmon Company – to be advised 
• Market Outlook - the view from a major player: Henning Beltestad, CEO Leroy, Norway
• The opportunities for Ireland Aquaculture - Jason Whooley, CEO BIM, Ireland
• Changes in salmon demand and consumer prices, Egil Sundheim, Director Norway 

Seafood Council, Norway
• Outlook for salmon and food supply-demand and prices – FAO speaker
• Outlook for Salmon Companies – the stock market perspective – Mikael Clement, 

Analyst, Pareto Securities, Norway
• Panel discussion and Q&A – Moderated by Jan Trollvik 

1300-
1630

4 OUTLOOK FOR GLOBAL SALMON SUPPLY, TRADE AND PRICES

Salmon farming – new opportunities arising from the 
 recent supply shock
How will salmon farmers react and adjust their plans in light of the changed market environment? How 
will salmon farmers and processors use this opportunity to develop new products and expand markets? 
In which ways have the strengths in the value chain shifted during the recent market turmoil, and how 
could this affect the future development of the industry? Could the current market environment become 
a driver for further vertical or horizontal industry consolidation? The NASF salmon seminar will address 
these and other vital issues having an impact on the future of the global salmon farming industry.
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Main Theme:
EU Common Fisheries 
Policy (CFP) reform 

“Alignment of market  
forces for sustainability”

Chair:  
Mogens Schou, Ministry of 
 Fisheries, Denmark 
 
Co-chair:  
Torben Foss, Seafood
Industry Centre, PwC, Norway 

1. Introduction by the Chair Mogens Schou
2. A scenario for change.  “30 years of development in the European Seafood Sector 

has made the present CFP obsolete. Is the new CFP a response to future require-
ments?” Guus Pastor, President, AIPCE, Brussels 

3. Result based resource management: 
 “A tool to ensure full industry accountability and removal of public micro manage-
ment and control”, Mogens Schou, Advisor, Ministry Of Fisheries, Denmark

4. Transferable quota management:  
“A tool to match quotas with catches - an effective way to stop discards?” 
a. A case example from the Netherlands – Gerard van Balsfoorth, President 

Dutch Trawler Association, the Netherlands
b. A case example from Denmark  – Niels Wichman, Chairman Danish Fishermen’s 

Association and North Sea RAC,  Denmark
c. Safeguarding Relative Stability - Torben Foss, Lawyer in Charge, Seafood 

Industry Centre, PwC, Norway
5. The revised CFP –an appropriate tool to increase the level of self–supply of fish to 

the EU market? - Ivan Lopez, CEO Pesquera Ancora, Spain
6. The revised CFP 

– EU Fisheries Commission -  speaker to be announced
7. Round table discussion Q&A - modified by the chair

1300-
1630

5 INDUSTRY WORKSHOP: INSIGHTS INTO EU COMMON FISHERIES 
POLICIES REFORM

Industry workshop – themes and objectives:
This industry workshop is jointly organized by PwC, Aker Seafoods, Norway Fishing Boat Owners Associa-
tion, and other leading North  Atlantic fisheries institutions and companies, in cooperation with the Ministry of 
 Fisheries in Denmark. 

The objective for the NASF Industry EU CFP Reform Workshop is to give participants new knowledge 
about the fundamental changes in the pipeline for the revised Common Fisheries Policy. The organisers 
wish the participants to leave the workshop with solid inspiration for their business strategies and plans. 

The proposed CFP revision entail that all catches count against the quota and that all catches should be 
landed. Furthermore that full traceability of all catches from catch to consumer is implemented and vali-
dated by full documentation (E-logbook and CCTV).

By introducing full quota accountability the proposal opens for a result based management with a number 
of advantages and new challenges we would like the seminar to address.

To mention a few:
• Regulating fishermen’s choice of method and technology can be reduced or removed.
• Full accountability and documentation integrates the “sustainability stamp” in the production process, 

remove the need for third party certification on this aspect and open for differentiating certifications 
based on other and new consumer criteria.

• Full accountability and catch share programmes open for aligning catch planning with market demand.

This workshop will give participants insights into the status and progress of this new EU CFP legislation, 
and will allow Q&A and discussions with industry experts. 

Contact person:  
Torben Foss, PwC Norway 
Email: torben.foss@no.pwc.com 
Phone: +47 952 61 299

DAY ONE
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FAO AND NORTH ATLANTIC SEAFOOD FORUM 
ENTER INTO PARTNERSHIP

FAO Fisheries and Aquaculture Policy and Economics Division has entered into a seminar 
partnership with the North Atlantic Seafood Forum conference in Oslo.

FAO’s Senior Fisheries Industry Officer, Dr. Audun Lem says that FAO has for some time 
been looking for well established arenas within the seafood industry to present FAO’s global 
activities. This arrangement was approved by FAO’s Director General in July. FAO is develop-
ing a special FAO NASF platform for addressing industry issues within the context of the 
mandate given FAO by it’s member countries. Dr. Lem states that FAO’s governing bodies 
have underlined the importance of a stronger relationship with all the stakeholders in the 
seafood value-chain. 

The FAO NASF seminar 2012 will have a number of special themes and developments which 
will broaden the scope of the NASF events. The FAO and NASF cooperation will consist of a 
special full day seminar at NASF 2012 with focus on the key FAO policy issues and initiatives 
including the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, IUU fisheries, certification, and 
sustainability. In addition, two half-day seminar streams will be presented on the whitefish 
and pelagic sectors in cooperation with leading seafood companies and institutions in each 
sector.

Focus on Africa at FAO NASF seminar
FAO has also taken another significant initiative. Dr. Lem says that FAO will focus on Africa 
at NASF 2012. FAO plans to invite top policy makers as well as leading industry players 
from a number of African nations in Southern and Western Africa where a broad fishing and 
aquaculture development is taking place. 

FAO plans to present two major themes: African export opportunities and market access into 
Europe; and inward investments and financing of the fisheries and aquaculture industries in 
Africa. With a good number of fisheries ministers, policy makers and industry stakeholders 
present at NASF 2012, FAO is confident that the African delegations will find the NASF busi-
ness arena to be of much interest. Moreover NASF is also a leading seafood investor seminar 
and getting access to all these high level investors is also very important.

Norway and Africa – long term successful  fisheries 
and aquaculture cooperation and development
Norway has been engaged in African fisheries and aquaculture development for a long time. 
Tore Nepstad CEO of Norway’s Institute of Marine Research (IMR) warmly welcomes the FAO 
NASF African initiative. “Our institute has been engaged in Africa for more than 35 years. 
We have transferred knowledge and hands-on experience so that our African cooperation 
partner countries can establish a sustainable management of their oceans”; says CEO Nep-
stad. The IMR research vessel (M/V Dr. Fritdjof Nansen) has been operating permanently in 
southern African region for several decades.

IMR’s centre for Development Co-operation in Fisheries, (where Norway’s Directorate of Fish-
eries is an important partner); coordinates Norway’s fisheries and marine development coop-
eration in Africa. This project is based on a cooperation agreement between FAO and NORAD 
(Norway’s Development Aid Agency). The Norwegian fisheries and marine development aid 
programmes with countries in the southern region of Africa have been very success ful. The 
new FAO NASF initiative will highlight the significance of this long term cooperation and set 
focus on the results. IMR’s Nepstad believes this FAO African initiative at the NASF confer-
ence will strengthen the prospects for more valuable and focused development aid in the 
marine sector to Africa in the years to come.

Dr. Audun Lem, FAO Senior Fisheries Industry 
 Officer. He says opportunities in partnership with 
Africa’s fishing and aquaculture industries will be 
one of the main themes at the FAO NASF seminar 
in 2012.

Two of Norway’s Institute of Marine Research 
 vessels at anchor in Cape Town, South Africa
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Theme:  
FAO overview and African 
Fisheries and aquaculture 
outlook

Chair: 
Dr. Audun Lem, FAO, Rome

Lunch
1200 –
1300

Opening and African Session

Welcome to 1st FAO NASF seminars 2012 – Dr. Audun Lem, FAO Seminar Chair 

• Official opening: Senior Official Norwegian Ministry of Fisheries (invited)
• FAO introduction: i) FAO activities - Resource management for sustainable fisheries: 

the state of world fisheries. ii) Bringing Africa into the commercial world of  fisheries. 
Arni M. Mathiesen, Assistant Director General, Fisheries and Aquaculture 
Department, FAO, Rome

• Conference Address: African Market access and business opportunities – Minister 
of Fisheries , Atlantic African Country (speaker to be confirmed)

• Africa current investment climate and business opportunities – Senior Director, 
 African Development Bank, Tunisia

0900

Coffee break1030

FAO African NASF session:
• Overview: Outlook for in African fisheries and aquaculture, Dr. Lahsen Ababouch, 

Director, FAO Fisheries and Aquaculture Policy and Economics Division, Rome 
• Nansen program for sustainable fisheries in Africa; Tore Nepstad, CEO, Institute of 

Marine Research, Norway
• Outlook for fisheries and aquaculture industries in a number of key African countries 

including: Mozambique; Namibia, South Africa, Ghana, Angola, Morocco  
– Speaker and countries to be confirmed by FAO

1100 –
1200

6 1ST FAO NASF FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE SEMINAR –  
OPENING AND AFRICAN SESSION

This is FAO Fisheries and Aquaculture Department
Fisheries and aquaculture play a fundamental role in providing food security, employment, contributing to 
trade, and income generation. To effectively play this role, fisheries and aquaculture have to be  responsibly 
managed. This implies preventing overfishing, promoting sustainable aquaculture,  co-ordination and de-
livery of effective research, and the empowerment of people, especially women. 

The Fisheries and Aquaculture Department of the FAO provides technical assistance in all aspects of fisher-
ies and aquaculture management and development and is committed to forging closer and more effective 
partnerships with various stakeholders to achieve long-term sustainable results in the fisheries sector. 

FAO is also assisting its member countries in gaining access to international markets. These activities 
include analysis and dissemination of information on trade, market and price trends, development of inter-
national guidelines to facilitate trade and capacity-building to enable countries to increase their benefits 
from production, processing and exports.

More information is available at www.fao.org.

Contact person: 
Dr. Audun Lem
Email: audun.lem@fao.org

DAY TWO
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• Opening remarks by the chair, Rolf Domstein, Norway

Overview of Atlantic whitefish supplies
• Outlook for Atlantic whitefish supply, demand and prices, Ragnar Nystol, CEO, 

Kontali Analyse, Norway
• Whitefish supplies from Africa: FAO and African industry Speaker (to be advised)
• North Atlantic whitefish supplies and market Olav Holst-Dyrnes, Aker Seafood, Norway
• Outlook for North American whitefish exports, USA Industry speaker (to be advised)

Overview of global whitefish markets:
1. Outlook for continental european whitefish market, Daniel Gallou, CEO Cite Marine, 

France (invited)
2. Competing species in European markets – Pangasius, Tilapia, Alaska Pollock and 

other species, Jan Trollvik, Director, Norway Seafood Council, Norway
3. Outlook for Asian supply and whitefish processing in China, Dr. Chen, CEO Haikui, China

Round table discussion Q&A – Moderated by the chair & FAO

1300
1630

Theme:  
Global whitefish –  

sustainability, resources, supply, 
markets and prices

Chair: 
Rolf Domstein CEO  

Domstein Group, Norway and 
chairman Norway Seafood 

Council

7 FAO NASF GLOBAL WHITEFISH SUMMIT

A new era with increased whitefish supply from fisheries?
Improving stock resources and increasing supply, yet at historically low levels. How will the markets 
 handle growing volumes from the North Atlantic in addition to increasing supplies from the North Pacific? 
Return of the cod stock at the Grand Banks, increasing groundfish stocks in the Barents Sea, and an in-
creasing trend for the available groundfish species in the North Pacific can result in impressive growth. 
The economic growth in Asia, Russia and Brazil will lead these markets emerging with substantial impact. 
How could consumer markets for whitefish be further developed in Asia? How can regulators and the in-
dustry align interests to jointly meet the issues of sustainability and profitability by using dynamic market 
forces? What is the outlook for whitefish processing in China?

Whitefish is under pressure from several directions. The large distributors and supermarket chains de-
mand sustainability, food safety and traceability, while consumers want lower prices and better quality. In 
which way can new technology meet some of these rising demands from both ends of the value chain? 
Farmed freshwater whitefish like pangasius and tilapia are challenging the traditional species in the mar-
ket, but will they continue to capture market share? The NASF summit will give insight into the outlook 
for the global whitefish industry.

PROGRAMME  
8 MARCH 
2012

BE 
INSPIRED 

BY 
THE 

BEST!
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DAY TWO

• Opening remarks from the chair, Johannes Nakken, Norway
• Outlook for world pelagic fisheries supply and demand 

Consultant, Kontali Analyse, Norway
• Outlook for African Pelagic supply and demand 

By FAO and African Industry speaker (to be advised) 
• Pelagic market opportunities and challenges – as seen from a major industry player 

Tore Vikenes, CEO,  Norway Pelagic, Norway
• “Latin American pelagic supply perspectives” – Peru Industry Speaker (to be advised)
• Demand perspectives on fish oils and fish meals:  

Andrew Mallison, Director General, IFFO, London
• Pelagic market challenges in Eastern Europe: 

Christen A. Mordal, Consultant, CA Mordal Consulting, Norway 
• Views from EU RAC and Scotland: 

Iain McSween, CEO Scottish Fishermen’s Organization, Scotland
• Round table discussion - Moderated by the chair and FAO 

1300–
1630

Theme:  
World pelagic industry - 
sustainability, resources, 
 supply, markets and prices

Chair: 
Johannes Nakken, CEO 
 Norway Sales Organization 
for pelagic Fish, Norway 

8 FAO NASF PELAGIC INDUSTRY SUMMIT 

The Pelagic Industry Outlook
The pelagic sector in the Atlantic has for the last decades benefited from regenerated stocks of herring. 
Combined with an increasing demand for small pelagic both in Asia, EU and Eastern Europe, and to some 
extent Africa, export of herring and other pelagic species as mackerel has given the pelagic industry an 
extended role in the world’s supply of food. An increasing demand for direct human consumption of small 
pelagic fish has also brought about less raw material for the fish meal and fish oil industry, resulting in a 
shortage of fish as an ingredient to feed for a growing fish farming industry.

The Peruvian pelagic catches and quotas have shown a strong rise in 2011 on the back of a soundly man-
aged and healthy biomass of anchoveta, which once again should yield support for solid catches in the 
years to come. Experts from North Atlantic, Western African and South American suppliers together with 
key importers and marketers will give an overview of market trends and outlook for the global pelagic 
business in the years to come.
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PROGRAMME  
8 MARCH 
2012

BE 
INSPIRED 

BY 
THE 

BEST!

1st MSC NASF Sustainability & Communications Seminar

Introduction
During the last decade sustainability and communication about sustainability have become a core part of the seafood industry. 
The root cause for this development is the on-going concern about the state of the world’s oceans, and the renewable marine 
resources living in the oceans. With increasing resource scarcity in some parts of the world, a more vocal market, and a more 
critical public society, sustainability and communications around sustainability are now a key part of doing business. This on-
going development presents actors throughout the seafood supply chains with significant challenges and opportunities, costs 
and benefits. Finding the best route in the myriad of options to assure sustainability, and to manage for instance sourcing and 
communication risks, are the task of executive decision makers. 

Objectives
To aid decision makers in the seafood industry, at this first MSC NASF Sustainability and Communications Seminar, will present 
the audience with a high level overview of the issues that define the sustainability debate, from different perspectives. Then 
the seminar introduces practical examples of successes and challenges throughout the supply chains. Finally the seminar 
looks into the future of seafood sustainability and communication, and offers a panel debate. The objective is to develop a 
better understanding of the policy, science and market aspects of “seafood sustainability”, and how the scientific, policy and 
market developments in this arena may impact on business now and in years to come. 

Target Groups
This seminar will be of interest for seafood business executives, fisheries scientists, policy makers, standard setters and audi-
tors, as well as environmental organisations.  

Three Sessions
• The early morning session is reserved for setting the scene. After opening of the day by Peter Hajipieris of BirdsEye Iglo, 

the scientific perspective by Poul Degnbol will show the global state of fisheries, and will answer questions like: what is 
sustainability in fisheries? How sustainable are fisheries? He will also illustrate limits of science, and will introduce some 
challenges to managers. The government perspective will show how Canadian fisheries management authorities addresses 
sort alike challenges, and what framework is present to be used by the industry to operate in, how this assures sustainabil-
ity, and how the industry can base communication on the management framework, for instance through eco-certification. 
 
The industry perspective subsequently gives the views from Norway about the state of Norwegian Fisheries, the coopera-
tion of authorities with the industry and science, examples of impacts of sustainability regulation, its benefits and costs and 
how this works through in the supply chain, and options chosen by the Norwegian Industry to communicate sustainability. 
Finally the leader of the global smart fishing initiative of WWF International will elaborate on the challenges and benefits of 
conservation of marine resources. Practical examples will be shared about the costs and benefits of fisheries improvements, 
and the options to communicate sustainability.   

• The late morning session is reserved for leading seafood businesses throughout the supply chain. These will present their 
ground breaking work in the sustainability arena, the challenges and benefits experienced.  After opening of the session 
by Terje Martinussen CEO of the Norwegian Seafood Council we’ll start with retail and consumer perspective by Germany’s 
leading retailer Edeka. This will be followed by experiences from leading seafood brands and processors Findus Group 
and Marine Harvest. We’ll finish our journey through the supply-chain with a harvest, primary processing perspective by 
 Saemark, Icelands leading fresh fish exporter.

• The afternoon sessions will look into the future of “sustainability and communication”. Moderated by Royal Ahold, speakers  
will reflect on the options to communicate sustainability (Geelmuyden), the reputational value of sustainability, the rel-
evance for risk assessments by the financial sector (Rabobank), credible standards, and adding value with these standards 
through eco-labelling (MSC and ASC) and verification of sustainability (Det Norske Veritas). The day will be closed with a 
panel debate and an opportunity to raise questions. 

Contact person: 
Camiel Derichs, Deputy Director Europe, MSC  
e-mail: Camiel.Derichs@msc.org 
+31 70 360 5979
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DAY TWO
Organized by NASF in Cooperation with MSC and leading stakeholders in the seafood supply chain. Focus 
is on understanding sustainability in seafood, the opportunities it offers seafood businesses, examples 
and experiences from practitioners, anticipating how sustainability as a theme will continue to shape the 
future of the seafood industry.  

Chair: 
Peter Hajipieris, Director, 
Birds Eye Iglo, UK 

Moderators: 
Terje Martinussen, CEO Norway 
Seafood Council, Norway 

Drew Cherry, 
Editorial Director,  Intrafish, USA

Session 1: Why is sustainability relevant, a broad overview on global 
fisheries and aquaculture sustainability.
• Intro by chair of the day and session moderator: Peter Hajipieris, Director, 

 BirdsEye Iglo, UK 
• Global status of fisheries, a scientific perspective:  Poul Degnbol, Scientific 

 Advisor, European Commission, Previous chair of ACFM for ICES, Denmark. 
• Management perspective sustainability: Kevin Stringer, Director General, 

 Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada
• Harvest sector perspective on sustainability: Tore Roaldsnes, Chairman 

 Norwegian Fishing Vessel Owners Association, Norway
• A conservation perspective on sustainability: Alfred Schumm, Director Smart 

 Fishing initiative, WWF international, Germany

0900–
1100

9 1ST MSC NASF SUSTAINABILITY AND COMMUNICATIONS SEMINAR

Session 2: Experiences from the seafood supply chain & sustainability 
in practice.
• Intro by session moderator: Terje Martinussen, CEO Norwegian Seafood Council, 

Norway. 
• Retail and Consumer experience: Kerstin Jürges, Head of Division for Sustainable 

purchasing, Edeka Supermarkets, Germany. 
• Processor perspective and experience: Mike Mitchell, CSR Director, Findus Group, UK. 
• Aquaculture producer experience: Dr. Petter Arnesen, Technical Director, Marine 

Harvest, Norway. 
• Harvest Sector Experience: Svavar Gudmundsson, CEO, Saemark & Partners, 

Iceland. 

1100–
1230

Morning Coffee Break
1030–
1100

Lunch
1230–
1330

Session 3: Views on the future of sustainability and communication in 
the seafood industry.
• Intro by session moderator: Aldin Hilbrands, Senior Manager Product Integrity & 

Corporate Responsibility, Royal Ahold, Netherlands. 
• Communication and reputation – a strategic resource: SINTEF MBR, Leiv Gronnevet, 

Norway
• Sustainability Communication Challenges: Hans Geelmuyden, Geelmuyden & 

Kiise, Norway
• Verification of sustainability - Experiences from the seafood supply chain & sustain-

ability in practice. Thomas Vogth-Eriksen, CEO, DNV Business Assurance, Norway

1330–
1445

• Fisheries Sustainability towards 2017, views from the MSC:  Rupert Howes, CEO 
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), UK

• Sustainability for the  aquaculture industry: Chris Ninnes, CEO Aquaculture 
 Stewardship Council (ASC), UK

• A finance perspective on sustainability: Gorjan Nicolic, Senior Associate 
 Rabobank International, Netherlands

• PANEL Discussion and Q&A – Moderated by Chair and Drew Cherry Intrafish
• Wrap up and conclusions by Chair - Peter Hajipieris

1500–
1630

Afternoon tea break
1445–
1500
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ORGANIZED 
BY PARETO 
SECURITIES

Invited companies

NASF SEAFOOD  
CORPORATE FINANCE 
SEMINAR 8 MARCH

For more information, please contact:
Johan Michelsen  E-mail: johan.michelsen@pareto.no  Tel: +47 22 87 87 23

Simen Bjørnstad  E-mail: slb@pareto.no  Tel: +47 22 87 87 49

Kristin Samuelsen  E-mail: kristin.samuelsen@pareto.no  Tel: +47 22 87 87 06

Pareto Securities is proud to organize the largest NASF seafood 
 corporate finance seminar to date, featuring CEOs or CFOs from some 
20 stock-listed companies from Europe, America and Asia.
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OSLO BØRS IS THE  
WORLD’S LEADING FINANCIAL  
MARKET FOR SEAFOOD

Oslo	  Børs	  has	  listed	  companies	  from	  all	  sectors	  within	  seafood	  (salmon,	  pelagic	  and	  white	  fish).	  This	  has	  created	  a	  
dynamic	  sector	  with	  significant	  analyst	  coverage	  and	  investor	  interest.	  	  

Oslo	  Børs	  is	  the	  only	  stock	  exchange	  with	  more	  than	  10	  seafood	  shares	  exceeding	  USD	  100m	  in	  market	  cap,	  and	  
the	  stock	  exchange	  with	  the	  highest	  amount	  of	  listed	  seafood	  companies	  (see	  figure	  below):	  
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To	  an	  increasing	  extent,	  non-‐Norwegian	  seafood	  companies	  seek	  listing	  at	  Oslo	  Børs.	  In	  2010	  3	  out	  of	  4	  companies	  
listed	  at	  Oslo	  Børs	  was	  international.	  

Oslo	  Børs	  facilitates	  high	  activity	  in	  the	  equity	  and	  bond	  sectors.	  The	  Norwegian	  high	  yield	  market	  has	  a	  total	  
outstanding	  volume	  of	  approximately	  USD	  ~13bn	  (beneficial	  for	  bond	  investors).	  Another	  important	  aspect	  is	  the	  
low	  complexity	  in	  performing	  “overnight”	  10%	  equity	  issues	  (only	  need	  Board	  authorization).	  

Seafood	  shares	  have	  outperformed	  Oslo	  Børs	  since	  2009	  despite	  a	  salmon	  price	  at	  low	  levels	  the	  last	  4-‐5	  months.	  
The	  figure	  below	  shows	  average	  performance	  for	  major	  listed	  seafood	  companies	  in	  Oslo	  compared	  with	  Oslo	  Børs:	  
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NASF PRE-CONFERENCE 
BIO-MARINE SEMINAR
6 MARCH 2012

Innovative solutions to advance the marine sector
Organized by SINTEF Fishery and Aquaculture and MareLife; with contributions from the Norwegian Seafood 
Federation/MARING, the Norwegian Fishery and Aquaculture Research Fund (FHF), EATIP, EU Interreg IV and the 
EU InterregIVA project, Blue Bio, partners.

A characteristic of the fast-growing and profitable segments of international seafood business, is the pivotal 
role of innovative solutions and companies, both start ups, early phase players and trend setting stock listed 
operators.

In industrialised aquaculture, technical and knowhow based solution providers (e.g. breeding, vaccines, feeds, 
farming and processing equipment, logistics and traceability) compete along the entire value chain to support 
production in the smartest and most sustainable way. Many of the same players supply downstream process-
ing of both cultured and wild caught seafood to develop value added products. In the marine ingredients and 
marine biotechnology sector, innovation allows us to exploit marine by-products from fishery and farming, from 
hitherto less utilized resources (krill, calanus etc) as well as from bioreactor based production (algae, yeasts) to 
manufacture an array of novel high-price products.

The 2012 pre conference will spotlight the modern solution providers, thereby completing the NASF as 
a meeting place for all major player groups of the successful biomarine sector: seafood production and 
marketing, novel biomarine industries, policy development, and finance.

TIME: 
0900–1630 

VENUE:  
RADISSON 

SCANDINAVIA HOTEL 
OSLO
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Chair: 
Karl Almås, CEO, SINTEF  
Fishery and Aquaculture 
Norway

Co-Chair:  
Doeke C. Faber, Chairman 
Dutch Fish Product Board, 
The Netherlands

Opening Address: Senior official: Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs, 
Norway (to be advised)
• Opening Remarks from the Chair Karl Almås and co-chair Doeke C Faber

• A diverse, dynamic and fast growing sector. Biomarine and solution provider 
 sector overview: Roger Richardsen, SINTEF Fishery & Aquaculture, Norway

• Moving towards a Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda for European 
Aqua culture: Secretary General Courtney Hough & Torgeir Edvardsen, EATIP, Brussel

• State of the art vaccines for profitability, sustainability and fish welfare: Ben 
North, Managing Director, PHARMAQ, UK

• Food genomics. A main driver in the emerging bio economy. Contemporary breeding 
of aquatic and marine species addresses the whole seafood value chain: Odd Magne 
Rødseth CEO Aquagen, Norway

• You become what you eat. Feeds for productive and healthy fish and healthy 
consumers: Einar Wathne, CTO, EWOS, Norway

• Governance & Compliance. Solutions for complying with the new sustain-
ability regulations. From preventing fish escapees to whole chain traceability: 
Einar Helsø, Manager Customer Projects, AKVA Group Software, Norway

• “Green Fishing Vessels”: A paradigm shift i fishery technologies: Lars Olav Lie, 
CEO Liegruppen Fishery and John Roger Nesje, CEO Rolls Royce Marine, Norway

• The “new fisheries” provides more than foods: Nils Hoem, chief scientist 
Pharma, Aker Biomarine, Norway

• The new green wave. Microalgae has it all: Isaac Berzin, CEO Element Cleantech, 
USA (Invited)

• How to talk to the market. Branding opportunities and smart solutions: Ekofish 
Group, Holland

• Coached discussion: moderated by Jostein Refsnes, Chairman MARING Forum, 
FHL, Norway

• Panel discussion and Q&A – moderated by the chairs

NASF Innovation Market Place. 
The session will also comprise “The NASF Innovation Market Place”: posters and handouts from inventors, 
prospective entrepreneurs, start-up companies and established businesses.

Innovation Award. 
The NASF 2012 Innovation price will be awarded during the Delegate Dinner Reception March 7. Award 
candidates are the presenters at the “ NASF Innovation Market Place”

Finance Seminar Participation. 
A selected group of biomarine and solution provider operators will be exposed at the Corporate Finance 
Seminar March 8.

Registration and Practical Details.
• The NASF Pre-Conference is open for all interested delegates. Special registration on  

www.nor-seafood.com. Entrance fee is NOK 2.500 + VAT. The fee includes lunch, coffee and refresh-
ments and all seminar papers.  For delegates attending NASF 7–8 March, a special rebate is granted 
– see NASF web registration form

• For seperate registration, please go to www.nor-seafood.com and click on “registration”.
• For more information, contact Prof. Øystein Lie, Marelife, E-mail: ol@oslo.teknopol.no

0900–
1630

0 1ST NASF BIOMARINE INNOVATION SEMINAR

NASF BIO-MARINE PRE 
CONFERENCE SESSION 
6 MARCH 2012
IN COOPERATION WITH SINTEF FISHERY AND AQUACULTURE, 
THE NORWEGIAN SEAFOOD FEDERATION AND OTHERS

DAY ZERO

Organised by:



SOCIAL EVENTS

TUESDAY 6 MARCH
•  Conference Speakers VIP Dinner 

By invitation only

WEDNESDAY 7 MARCH
•  After Conference Mingle  

In the NASF Exhibition Area, 16.30-17.30

•  NASF Conference Delegate Buffet Dinner 
The reception at the Scandinavia Hall, Radisson 
Blu Scandinavia Hotel opens at 19.30 and lasts 
until 23.00. Buffet food and drinks will be 
served. For registered conference delegates 
only. Invitation cards and conference badges 
required.

THURSDAY 8 MARCH
•  FAO After Conference Reception 

For FAO Industry delegates. Radisson BLU 
Scandinavia Hotel, by invitation only. Details to 
be announced.

The NASF meeting place consists  
of different arenas for meeting  
the delegates in an unstressed  
atmosphere. Take part in the social 
programme and use the networking 
opportunities in addition to the 
conference coffee-breaks and 
lunches

18



NORTH ATLANTIC 
SEAFOOD FORUM
MAIN SPONSORS 2012 
The NASF organisors and conference partners wish to thank our distinguished main sponsors for their generous support. 

Their interest and backing of NASF is an indispensible incentive for the new organisers to further develop this unique NASF arena 
as a leading business meeting place for executives in the global seafood industry. 

COME AND DO 
BUSINESS WHERE 
THE BUSINESS IS! 

19



HOW TO 
REGISTER

Do your online registration on  
www.nor-seafood.com

 
Should you have any questions  

related to your registration, please contact our 
partner Congress Conference AS, Oslo,  

+47 22 56 19 30.  Register today and join your 
fellow professionals at the  

NASF 6-8 March 2012.

BOOK EARLY
 

• Book early to get
NASF “Early bird” special price

20
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INFORMATION

NEED MORE 
INFORMATION?

PLEASE CONTACT OUR 
STAFF OR FOREIGN 
REPRESENTATIVES

PRACTICAL INFORMATION 
Conference 6-8 March 2012

STANDARD RATE
NOK 9.500 (€1180) + VAT per delegate. The fee 
includes a full two days conference, lunches, refresh-
ments, a buffet dinner conference reception at the 
Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel, downtown Oslo – and 
copies of all conference documentation, as available.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
NOK 8.500 + VAT per delegate (€1050) if confirmed 
registrations are received before 5. February 2012. 

PARTICIPATION ONE DAY ONLY
Day one, standard rate NOK 5000 (€625) + VAT, 
Conference Buffet dinner included. Day two, standard 
rate NOK 4.500 (€560) + VAT.  

BIO MARINE PRE–CONFERENCE SEMINAR
March 6 seperate registration NOK 2.500 + VAT (€300) 
 inclusive lunch, conference documents and refreshments.

VAT
Norway VAT of 25% is payable on all conference fees, 
regardless of the delegates home country. Certain EU 
regulations permit VAT paid in Member countries to be 
reclaimed. For futher information, please contact your 
local tax authorities.

ACCOMMODATION
Hotel reservations are not included in the conference 
fee, however, the conference organisers have negoti-
ated a special rate at the conference venue. Details of 
how to book will be published on www.nor-seafood.com.

CANCELLATION
Refunds will be made for cancellations received in 
 writing before 5 February 2012, subject to a NOK 800  
(€100*) administration charge.  It is regretted that 
refunds cannot be made after this date, but substitute 
delegates are permitted if notified in advance in 
writing.

*Prices given in €  will be subject to change due to 
currency variations.

CONFERENCE VENUE
Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel
Holbergs plass, Oslo

Registration: 
Register as delegate on www.nor-seafood.com

For more information, contact: NASF@congrex.no 
or call: +47 22 56 19 30

It may be necessary for reasons beyond the control of  
the organisers to alter the content and timing of the 
programme or the identity of the speakers.

Jørgen J Lund, managing director
North Atlantic Seafood Forum AS 

jjl@oslo.teknopol.no
  

Pareto Securities AS 
Kristin Samuelsen 

+47 22 87 87 06
kristin.samuelsen@pareto.no

 
Marelife 

Øystein Lie
+47 917 48 240 

oystein.lie@oslo.teknopol.no

Germany/Austria/Switzerland
Alexander Wever

+ 49 2381 3058647  
alexander.wever@aw-fisch.de

The Netherlands/Belgium
Paul van der Heijden

+ 31 653 53 43 94
pheijden@xs4all.nl

Denmark/Faroe Islands
Hans 0lsson

+45 402 00 645
ho@enavigo-consult.com

UK/Ireland
Simon Dwyer

+44 7866 508 194
simon@seafox.no

Canada 
Knut Trellevik

+1 514 6901 042
katrellevik@videotron.ca

FAO/Africa 
Erik Hempel

+47 908 41 124
erik.hempel@hempelco.no
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Marelife is most likely the first bio-marine member organi-
sation to mobilise major stakeholders of innovation: trend 
setting manufacturers and solution pro viders,  capital 
owners and academia along the entire value chain.

Marelife acts in several major ways:

• Projects: Facilities collaboration between members 
with emphasis on installing common recearch projects, 
addressing challenges and potentials too big to be 
handel ed by induvidial members.

• Commercialization: Assists in the commercialization of 
ideas and inventions, private/public finance included.

• Public financial framework: Strive at optimizing public 
frameworks for marine recearch and innovation.

Communication: Communicates its efforts to build re-
putation of trust for the sector and to extend its network.

MARELIFE ASSOCIATION
OSLO, NORWAY

DEFINING A COMMON PLAYGROUND FOR BIOMARINE INNOVATION
Marelife is a uniqely composed multi-disciplinary and cross sector network with 
internationally cutting edge competencies embracing all three marine indus-
trial wawes: fisheries, aquaculture and marine ingredients/marine biotech.

MARELIFE MEMBERS:

Contact information: 
Prof. Øystein Lie 
Director Marelife, Marelife, 
E-mail: ol@oslo.teknopol.no
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International NASF team 
NASF is proud to present our International Team. These Representatives are all highly skilled consultants with a 
long background in the international seafood industry. As a group they represent a unique competence and 
market expertise network. We wish them every success with their NASF marketing endeavours.

Hans Olsson
Representative for Denmark and Faroe Islands
Hans has worked professionally with a food business development issues worldwide for almost 20 years. He has throughout his 
career gain comprehensive professional experience and knowledge of the challenges meeting the meat and fish processing 
companies, food sector development and supply chain analysis. He is partner in Enavigo Consult a/s since 2008.
Tel: + 45 40 200 645   E-mail: ho@enavigo-consult.com

Alexander Wever
Representative for Germany, Austria and Switzerland
Alexander covers the German markets along with Austria and Switzerland. He has experience as Category and Division Manager 
at Globus Hyper Market Chain and Metro Cash&Carry Germany. He now runs his own business - AWF Alexander Wever Fisch 
Consulting. Alexander is also Member of the Bremen Fish International -Fair consulting committee since 2003.
Tel.: + 49 2381 3058647  E-mail: alexander.wever@aw-fisch.de

Simon Dwyer
Representative for UK and Ireland
Simon has worked closely with the seafood sector on a global basis and in particular, with the physical movement aspects within 
the supply chain, for over 20 years. Simon is based in Grimsby, UK. He is a member of the Humber Seafood Institute Board and 
Chairman of their Trade Corridor Group. Simon is a shareholder and Managing Director of Seafox Management Consultants Ltd. 
www.seafox.no Tel: + 44 7866501894 Email: simon@seafox.no Twitter: @simondwyer1

Paul van der Heijden and Bart Slappendel
Representatives for the Netherlands and Belgium
Paul and Bart are solution providers with a strong emphasis on sustainable - & system innovation. The technologies focus on 
reducing total costs of ownership while improving performance compared to conventional systems.
MatureDevelopment BV, Voorburg, the Netherlands 
Tel: + 31 653534394   E-mail: office@maturedevelopment.com

Knut Trellevik
Representative for Canada
Tudor Shipping Quebec Ltd, Montreal, Canada 
Tel: +1 514 6901 042 E-mail: katrellevik@videotron.ca

NASF in partnership with Nor-Fishing and Aqua-Nor Exhibitions
NASF is proud to announce an international marketing partnership with Norway`s 2 major fisheries and aquacul-
ture exhibitions: 

  Nor-Fishing is a leading fishing exhibition in Europe, featuring 450 exhibitors and 15.000 visitors. 
Next exhibition is 14-17 August 2012 

  Aqua-Nor is the world’s largest aquaculture exhibition, featuring nearly 500 exhibitors and 17.500 visitors. 
Next exhibition is 13-16 August 2013 

For more information and bookings: go to www.nor-fishing.no or contact:

• Kari Steinsbø, project manager, Nor-Fishing Foundation, e-mail: kari.steinsbo@nor-fishing.no, phone +47 73 56 86 40
• Erik Hempel, press officer, Nor-Fishing Foundation; e-mail: erik.hempel@hempelco.no, phone +47 908 41 124



 www.nor-seafood.com

BACKED BY THE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY
To secure strategic guidance as well as to strengthen North Atlantic Seafood Forum’s international image and reputation as a world-class event,  
we have established good collaboration with and gained support from the industry’s key organisations and top companies. These include: The Norwegian 
Seafood Council, Norwegian Seafood Federation, the Norwegian Fishermen’s Sales Organisation for Pelagic Fish, the Norwegian Raw Fish Sales Organ-
isation, the Norwegian Fishing Boat Owner’s Association, the Norwegian Institute of Marine Research, PWC, SINTEF, Kontali, MareLife, MSC,  
EU Fish Processors Association (AIPCE), University of Oslo, Tromsoe, Life Sciences and a number of leading international seafood companies.

Organisers:  Pareto Securities, MARELIFE and FAO  Mediapartner

NORTH 
ATLANTIC 
SEAFOOD 
FORUM 
6-8 MARCH 
2012

ENJOY LIFE 
AT THE 
RADISSON BLU 
SCANDINAVIA 
HOTEL

NASF CONFERENCE VENUE:
RADISSON BLU  

SCANDINAVIA HOTEL
OSLO
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COME  
AND DO 

BUSINESS 
WHERE 

THE 
BUSINESS 

IS!

Radisson Blu Scandinavia Hotel
Holbergsgate 30, 0166 Oslo, Norway

Tel: +47 23 29 30 00, Fax: +47 23 29 30 01
radissonblu.com/scandinaviahotel-oslo


